
Words can have more than one meaning!
Match the definitions with the sentences.

blue
1. the color between green and violet on the color spectrum            
2. being the color blue              3. sad, unhappy

_____ My friend is feeling blue today because her dog is sick.

_____ The sky is blue.

_____ Mixing green and yellow paint will make the color blue.

game
1. something done for fun or amusement; play       2. a form of play 
or sport having certain rules and equipment     3. daring in spirit; 
brave   4. ready or willing to take part in

_____ Are you game for singing a solo in the concert?

_____ He was game enough to try rock climbing for the first time.

_____ My brother has a soccer game this morning.

_____ The kids love to play games.

mine
1. something that belongs to me         2. a deep hole or area of holes 
made in the earth containing things like precious stones, gold or coal 
3. a kind of bomb hidden in the ground or in water

_____ Working underground in a mine is a dangerous job.

_____ My cousin is volunteering in Vietnam helping to remove unex-
ploded land mines from fields.

_____ This bike is mine.
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Answers:

blue
1. the color between green and violet on the color spectrum            
2. being the color blue              3. sad, unhappy

__3__ My friend is feeling blue today because her dog is sick.

__1__ The sky is blue.

__2__ Mixing green and yellow paint will make the color blue.

game
1. something done for fun or amusement; play       2. a form of play 
or sport having certain rules and equipment     3. daring in spirit; 
brave   4. ready or willing to take part in

__4__ Are you game for singing a solo in the concert?

__3__ He was game enough to try rock climbing for the first time.

__2__ My brother has a soccer game this morning.

__1__ The kids love to play games.

mine
1. something that belongs to me         2. a deep hole or area of holes 
made in the earth containing things like precious stones, gold or coal 
3. a kind of bomb hidden in the ground or in water

__2__ Working underground in a mine is a dangerous job.

__3__ My cousin is volunteering in Vietnam helping to remove 
unexploded land mines from fields.

__1__ This bike is mine.
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